
Position sensitive app both indoor & outdoor

Over 800 contents, 2 million visits and counting …

White label apps

Both open source, sensor data and artesan 

content!

Get your FREE Nomadi on app.citynomadi.com

What is Citynomadi’s indoor&outdoor?
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to scale from mobile 

to infoscreen

size

e.g. 
london.uk.co

Guide is available on 

citynomadi.com OR

any other website 

white

label app: 

Android & iOS 

The map with its content is  

available on Nomadi app via 

’Here&Now’ 

Text & photos Video Audio Interaction, gaming



Map for the public buildings?

Beacon accurates 

the location by the

entrance 

Nomadi app 

compares the

sensor data of

user’s mobile to

the saved data

of the magnetic field 

of the place 

Android

Nomadi &

white

label app

iOS

Nomadi &

white 

label app

Mapping with the

IndoorAtlas app by 

walking the space in 

1 metre density. . 

Production of a 

’warm map’.

IndoorAtlas 

-software is

working

Indoor to be located:

map, that will be set by its

coordinates, graphic design 

for useability. No limitation 

for the stairs or the total 

size.

Beacon  activates 

the interaction, 

effect or the app 

reacts

Beacon is attached 

to a

person of a thing

IndoorAtlas –

location activates 

the interaction, 

effect or the app 

reacts

IndoorAtlas app gathers data by the following means:

- velocity sensor

- compass

- gyroscope 

- finds out WiFis in the area

- counts the steps

--> maps the magnetic field of the place 

To map

Company’s

web map

& white 

label app 

To make exact

Testing the 

accuracy of

the location. 

Remapping the 

cold areas.

Citynomadi.com

web- map

To utilize

Beacon  can 

let you through 

the doors

To use



Indoor map for locating data with beacons

- the warmth leakage sensors
- marking the visitor lines with colours 
- stops with importance showing up-to-date data 



Indoor map needs to be clear 

- clear map is easy to use 
- information is quickly notised and reaction is immediate
- the general layout drawing is unclear
- an example with the spotty 



Metsokangas - a school campus map



Outdoor map for locating data with GPS  

- areas, small and wide
- lines, track and routes on the map
- stops with importance showing up-to-date data
- different backgound map  



App of ours is for ONLINE or OFFLINE

Android, iOS, 

Windows Phone 

& Jolla:

100 % visibility with 

Here & Now 

Get the FREE Nomadi:

app.citynomadi.com

Android, iOS, Windows 

Phone & Jolla:

The Web page will scale 

up by the size of the 

screen. Try out on:

- mobile phone 

- tablets & iPads

- laptops

- infoscreens

citynomadi.com 

The user needs WiFi or mobile data connection to utilize the indoor location! 



We offer an optimising and visualising tool to save 

resources, if your company needs to use maps 

Why to choose Citynomadi? 

- cost-efficient 

- interactivity

- offline  

- different maps 

- white label 

- seamless indoor and outdoor 

Value proposition for energy industry 



Ask Us Where To Go!

For the further details: 

Merja Taipaleenmäki

Tel +358 40 484 0178

Email merja@citynomadi.com

mailto:merja@citynomadi.com

